
A Macedonian software company, with its 

innovative digital solution suitable for hospitals, 

seeks license partners or commercial agents 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:BOMK20210726001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

A Macedonian software company introduces an innovative digital solution (software) that enables automated 
communication with potential patients and fully automated and predictable emergency scheduling of the 
hospitals’ staff. The software is in development phase and the company is looking for new partners to sell 
the software within commercial agency agreements or to use the software under licence agreements. 
 
 
The Macedonian company is dealing with designing and developing software solutions for companies in 
different industries and primarily focuses on the development of applications in computer programming. The 
company delivers services, including design, testing and validation, maintenance and customer support. Its 
team consists of professionals in all areas: business analysts, full stack developers, QA testers, business 
development, sales and marketing professionals and soft skills trainers and is being experienced in 
consulting on the solutions optimization and e-commerce. The company introduces a software solution for 
hospitals that has been under development and is looking for partners to be fully upgraded or sold. Main 
features of this software are: - Emergency scheduling of the staff's working shifts in the hospital is automated 
(ADS – Automated Dynamic Scheduler); - Promotes faster emergency response (first aid help); - Integrates 
encrypted communication (doctors-patients); - Time savings and unwilling consequences prevention; - 
Promotes fully digitized health care processes; - Available “Health BOT” for all questions (Chabot); - 
Available in Desktop (WEB) and Mobile App version; - Simple and user friendly (even doctors and nurses 
can use it from home). The company is looking for cooperation under commercial agency agreement or 
licensing agreement. Partners are sought to promote this software solution or to develop their management 
portfolio by using the software under license agreements. 
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